TB screening using SVM and CBC techniques.
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Abstract

Tuberculosis is one of the major lung disorders in the world. The major cause for TB is spreading through the air when people who have active TB in their lungs cough, spit, speak or sneeze. It occurs often in people with HIV/AIDS and in those who smoke. The process of diagnosing is still a great challenge, since it is based on the methods developed in the last century. If left untreated the death rate of TB patients was increase due to slow and unreliable diagnosing process. The aim of this paper is to design an automated approach for finding TB. Using binary classifier, the X-rays is categorized as normal and also classifies TB on five types in the lung region. TB Screening using CAD system is already available for field development that approaches the performance of human expert. Still diagnosing TB for HIV/AIDS Patients is a challenging task and multidrug resistant. Highly standard diagnosed is lacking in last century, so the patients are left. In order to diminish the risk of TB, a new method called “conventional poster anterior chest radiographs” for detection of TB is introduced. In this method, a region of lung is extracted using a graph cut segmentation method. In this extracted segment, a set of texture and shape features is computed. The area under an ROC curve for first time is referred by (AUC) of 87% and second set of 90%. TB is classified by the threshold values.
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Introduction

The second leading death causing disease is Tuberculosis (TB) from infection diseases. TB is caused by bacillus Mycobacterium, which affects lungs. It spreads through medium of air by TB cough, sneeze bacteria in immune compromised HIV/AIDS patients to other persons. To monitor progress through screening by various costless technologies was created by multi drug resistant during treatment. For TB treatment several antibiotics exists. Treatment with antibiotic greatly improves the survival chance, while the mortality rates are high. Cure rates over 90% were documented in clinical trials. Diagnosing TB is a big challenge [1-4]. The test for TB was identified by mycobacterium tuberculosis in clinical sputum, where for a gold standard. To determine whether an individual has contracted TB, several skin test base, also available with help of microscope. This system was produced but not reliable. The upcoming technology, are molecular diagnostic tests for the TB detection, that are specific and highly sensitive with accurate and fast manner [5].

The aim is to reduce the burden of the disease, by introducing method for TB detecting in chest radiographs. The lung region was extracted by using a graph cut segmentation method [5-10]. A set of shape and texture features where normal and abnormal X-Rays are classified using a binary classifier for a lung region [2]. The classifier output is confidence is classifying the input CXR (X-Ray) using decision rules and threshold as a TB positive case [11-16].

System Design

In current system, technique new bacilli, aims to a high specifying rate to reduce time period for analyzing. The Shape contour the technique is designed. The color information image segmentation is used and to categorize the simple positive or negative classification tree is used. The System Overview is shown in Figure 1.

Lung Segmentation

Using graph cut based lung segmentation method can be performed [3]. The graph cut algorithm models computer
vision labeling problems such as segmentations and undirected weighted graph $G=(V,E)$ disparity estimation as energy minimization used. The set of vertices $V$ represents the pixels properties such as intensity and set of edges $E$ connects these vertices. The edge weight typically represents the spatial proximity measures between vertices. The graph has two terminal FG and BG labels.

Feature Computation

For defining the segmented lungs field the normal and abnormal patterns was described. It is examined by different features set, CBIR-Based Image Features and Object Detection Inspired Features.

Classification

By using the method of Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification it is done.

SVM

SVM is used to analyze data and pattern; also it is a learning model and algorithm used for classification and analysis of regression. SVM has a one or other category of training algorithm having binary linear classifier. SVM model is representation of point in space, so the example is clear and wide as possible.

CBC

By using SVM and CBC techniques, TB detection can be done with classification as:

1. No TB Classification (Normal)
2. Class A TB with Waiver, Infectious
3. ClassB1 TB, Pulmonary
5. Class B3 TB, Contact Evaluation.

Results and Discussion

Showing examples of segmenting lung and the features are evaluated both in single and combined. The performance comparison of TB detection system with human expects are also compared.

Lung Segmentation using Graph Cut

The normal lung shape was captured by the mask segmentation. In left most CXR, the infiltrates have no time paired the quality of segmentations due to the lung model use. In these images, the outline towards the tighter of diaphragm. In this segmentation algorithm and boundary lung detection algorithm are compared by the use of implementing graph cut of segmentation [13]. The true positive is referred as correctly identified lung area and false positive is referred as incorrectly identified lung area, are the used overlap measure [16]. The Input Images taken for Screening is shown in Figure 2.

Descriptor Evaluating for Feature Set A

On the MC Datasheet features set A’s performance was evaluated. The descriptors in features set A is computed and concatenated them in MC Datasheet for every CXR. By applying a leave-one-out evaluation scheme by using the SVM classifier [1]. According to this scheme, the remaining feature vectors (CXR) are trained and are classified in the MC Datasheet. Evaluate for all possible descriptor subsets for the performance of leave-one-out in order to get a know the performance of every groups and descriptor, where the Graph Cut Segmentation and Segmented Image is shown in Figures 3 and 4.

In this we used natural decision boundaries for linear SVM classifier. Any pattern with positive confidence value and
negative confidence value are considered to be abnormal and normal respectively. When all descriptors are added to the descriptors set achieve the accuracy of 78% and AUC value of 86.9% as highest where the accuracy is lesser than the AUC.

**Machine Performance**

The two dataset classification of machine from Shenzhen Hospital, China and local TB clinic of Montgomery County (MC) dataset (USA).

**Montgomery County**

When the false positive rate is slightly higher than 40% then its sensitivity will be about 95%.

**Shenzhen Hospital**

Using linear SVM, an AUC of 88.5% and accuracy of about 82% was achieved. For different datasets, a consistent performance of relevant data is provided. Where the Noise removed image is shown in Figure 5.

**Comparison of Ground Truth of Montgomery CXRs with Human Consensus Performance**

The values are obtained between (clinical officers) 70% and 72% (software) in the ROC curves area are computed. This result is compared with human performance. CXRs were divided as abnormal as TB positive and normal indicated as plus sign and negative sign respectively. Where the segmented image and gradient magnitude histogram is shown in Figures 6 and 7.

**Steps that take Place in TB Screening**

**Comparison with other systems in the literature:** The performance numbers for full-fledged TB Screening systems is reported only for few papers in the literature. The detection problem and concentrate on sub-problem is the only part evaluated by many. The huge getal reported AUC value is also slighter than the AUC value. It uses a combination of texture and shape abnormality detectors. Each system has
to evaluate on same dataset for a fair comparison of these system.

**Performance comparison between machine and radiologist consensus for Montgomery CXRs:** Compare machine output with the ground-truth data, using again the standard classification scheme that considers patterns classified with positive confidence as abnormal. Here, the agreement with the ground-truth data is slightly lighter than in the previous expert consensus table. The machine agrees with the ground-truth data in 78.3% of the cases (95%). Note that the false positives and the false negatives are evenly distributed, with a sensitivity of 74.1% and a specificity of 81.3%. The graphical representation is shown Figure 8. This is because it has not optimized the true positive rate for the classifier. In order for the sensitivity to be close to 100%, false positive rate would be slightly higher than 60%.

The combined human-machine performance with a significantly lighter error rate of 4.3%, compared to the machine-only error-rate of 21.7% and the human consensus error of 18.1%, suggests using the system for computer-aided diagnosis and offering a verifying second opinion of radiologist readings.

**Comparison between SVM and CBC techniques:** The major differences are that, CBC techniques screens along with the types of TB. But SVM techniques can find only whether the TB is present or not, (i.e.) the result is either small negative or positive as mentioned. The Comparison between the SVM and CBC techniques is shown in Figure 9.

![Figure 8. Graphical representation](image)

![Figure 9. Comparison between the SVM and CBC techniques](image)
Conclusion

In this paper, texture features, edge, a set of shape are computed as input to a binary classifier, which is then classified the given input image into either abnormal or normal. It the comparison of two different established feature sets are performed where one set in image retrieval and the other used typically used for object recognition applications. Difference classifier feature and architecture sets are also experimented to provide a similar performance. To improve the performance, the lung segmentation process is improved. Finally compared to other system in the literature and achieved better performance compared to other existing method.
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